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Introduction

In common with many other countries, South Africa faces
challenges in providing specialist mental healthcare
where there is a lack of psychiatrists. This problem is
especially acute in rural areas with poor access to in-
hospital mental health care. In the international field of
telehealth, telepsychiatry has been a success story with
multiple published reports of successful implementations
of telepsychiatry services to address the needs of mental
health care users.1 The ability to provide remote
consultations though telepsychiatry, has been suggested

as a potential solution to the problem of addressing the
mental health needs of mental health care users living in
remote and rural areas in resource constrained
environments such as South Africa.2

There appears to be widespread implementation of
telepsychiatry across countries3-4, across different
treatment modalities5 and across different service
settings6-9 from Child and Adolescent services (CAMHS)10-

17 to Geriatric services.18-21 Telepsychiatry has been used
for assessment and diagnosis, ongoing management,
medication review, development of clinical care plans,
psychotherapy, neuropsychological testing, forensic
evaluations and certain psychiatric emergencies.22-23 For
the purpose of this paper telepsychiatry is defined as the
use of live interactive audio-video communication, also
known as videoconferencing, to provide psychiatric
clinical services from a distance.22 Videoconferencing
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involves a video screen, camera and sound system,
enabling mental health care users (MHCUs) and
psychiatrists to see each other on a video system. Video
systems vary in terms of the degree of resolution of the
video image. Connectivity between sites also varies
ranging from high-speed communication networks with
high bandwidth (HB) to telephone lines for communication
and transmission with low bandwidth (LB).24

From as early as 195725, there have been numerous
telepsychiatry publications. Generally the literature of
telepsychiatry is characterised by descriptive and poor
evaluation studies, with few high quality evidence studies
regarding the effectiveness of telepsychiatry to be
found.26-28 In addition, there are only a handful of reported
telepsychiatry papers from the developing world29-32 and
only one reported out of Africa.33 Before considering the
implementation of telepsychiatry in South Africa, it is
important to assess the existing evidence for
telepsychiatry before making recommendations for the
application of telepsychiatry to this environment34 based
on the level of evidence found.

The current paper provides a systematic review of the
systematic reviews on telepsychiatry in order to address
the question: What is the evidence for the effectiveness
and feasibility of videoconference-based telepsychiatry
services in South Africa?

Methods

Due to the large number of systematic reviews in the
current telepsychiatry literature and one systematic
review of systematic reviews of telemedicine35, a
systematic review of systematic reviews was carried out in
order to retrieve evidence of feasibility and effectiveness
for videoconference-based telepsychiatry. The reviewers
considered evidence of effectiveness and feasibility as
detailed in Table I. 

The first step was to identify whether there were any
existing systematic reviews published in the literature. The
search strategy was designed to access both published
and unpublished reviews from 2000 onwards. A limited
search of Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health
Literature (CINAHL) and Medline was initially undertaken
to identify relevant keywords contained in the title, abstract
and subject descriptors. The reviewers then identified
MeSH terms and the synonyms used by respective
databases which were then used in an extensive search of
the literature. 

Search Terms and Data Sources 

The search terms were: (Telemedicine) AND (psychiatry OR
mental) OR (telepsychiatry) OR (telemental) AND (Review). In
Pubmed the terms: (Telemedicine [MeSH] and psychiatry
[MeSH]) AND review) were used. The following databases
were searched: EBSCOhost (Academic Search Complete,
Africa-wide information, CINAHL, Medline, Pubmed,
PsychARTICLES, PsycINFO, ERIC, Health Source: Nursing
Academic), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
(CCTR), Cochrane Controlled Trial Registry (CCTR),
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness (DARE),
Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI), unpublished abstracts through
NEXUS and internet search engines (Google/Google scholar).
Articles older than 2000 were excluded. The reference lists of
identified reviews were searched and appropriate articles
identified and accessed. Searches for grey literature such as
published reports, theses and conference proceedings were
also conducted. 

Study Selection

The type of papers considered for inclusion in this review
included papers where: 1) systematically reviewed evidence
was presented; 2) the participants were mental health care
users or patients; 3) the intervention described was
telepsychiatry, i.e. live synchronous videoconference-based
clinical psychiatry using either ISDN or IP connections; 4) the
outcomes were synthesized and presented; 5) the reviews
were moderate to good quality systematic reviews with high
quality studies such as randomized controlled trials (RCTs).

English abstracts of non-English articles were reviewed
where available. Exclusions included reviews older than 2000,
non-systematic reviews, and those of internet and phone
based telepsychiatry.

Review process 

The review process was undertaken in two stages. Firstly, the
titles and abstracts of reviews were identified and
independently screened and classified for extraction of full
review for further analysis by two reviewers. Disagreements
between the two reviewers were resolved and a third reviewer
was not needed. Secondly, the retrieved articles were
reviewed for suitability for inclusion for full article review
based on the quality of the systematic review. An evaluation
sheet for the ‘revised assessment of multiple reviews’ (R-
AMSTAR) was used to assess systematic reviews.36-37 This tool
consists of 11 items with a rating scale and has good face and
content validity for measuring the methodological quality of
systematic reviews. A total “quality score” (QS) out of 44 was
computed by counting ratings per item.36 Reviews with a QS
of ≥22 were classified as eligible for full review and
assessment of quality. Data from the reviews and the
underlying studies were extracted and entered into Microsoft
Excel. Two reviewers (first and second authors) independently
assessed the methodological quality of the reviews.

Only systematic reviews of effectiveness of
videoconference telepsychiatry were included (QS ≥22).
Non-systematic reviews, overviews, clinical trials and
reviews of non-clinical investigations were excluded. Data
extracted were: 1) information on the setting; 2) information
on the participants; 3) detailed intervention description
including bandwidth of videoconference transmission; 4)

Table I: Elements of Effectiveness and Feasibility

Effectiveness Reliability for Assessment
Reliability for Treatment
Improvement of Outcomes

Feasibility Utilization
Satisfaction
Cost
Cultural Acceptance
Integration into health systems
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studies included; and 5) reported outcomes for
telepsychiatry.

The recommendations extracted from the different studies
in the systematic reviews were subjected to evidence and
video application grading based on the clinical coding
methodology developed by the American Telemedicine
Association cited in Grady (2011) (Table II).38 As Hyler (2005)
found that bandwidth was a confounder in evaluation
studies39, bandwidth was included in the video application
classification and each study used in a review was classified
by letters (HD - LB) according to bandwidth and resolution.
The recommendations from the studies were assigned
evidence grading by numbers (1-3), equivalent to standard
recommendations ratings A-C, for research quality
confidence. 

Results

Three hundred and thirty-eight (338) general telepsychiatry
article abstracts published from 2000 onwards were retrieved.
Twenty-nine review abstracts were identified. Twenty-eight
abstracts were of reviews or systematic reviews of the
literature and one was an evidence based policy document.38

The characteristics of the 29 reviews are described in Table
III. Most of the reviews were published after 2005 (66%) and
primarily in psychiatric journals (55%).

Twenty-two systematic reviews were suitable for full paper
retrieval based on review methodology (Figure 1). Seven
reviews were excluded. Reasons for exclusion of reviews
were: no quantitative systematic review process (n=3)14,33,40, a
narrative review (n=1)41 and non-focused videoconferencing
interventions (n=3), namely an e-therapy systematic review
on internet therapy42, a safety systematic review of telephone
support43, and evidence based interventions for children and
adolescents.29 There was very good agreement between
reviewers with a Kappa 0.9 [95% CI, 0.6-0.1].

Of the remaining 22 identified systematic reviews, 12 were
excluded. Eight reviews were excluded for poor quality

(QS<22).1,13,44-49 Two reviews had no quantifiable
telepsychiatry content50-51, one focused only on forensic
telepsychiatry52 and one was a thesis with insufficient
information to assess the quality of the review.53 In addition,
three of these reviews were updated.48-49,51

Ten systematic reviews were selected (QS ≥22) for
detailed extraction of findings and evidence based
recommendations (Table IV).23,26-28,38-39,54-57 One of these was a
policy document which provided detailed grading of
evidence-based recommendations.38 Two of these systematic
reviews were non-effectiveness reviews included to provide
synthesised information on utilization and cost.56-57 

Quality of Systematic Reviews

Excluding the reviews on telepsychiatry use57, cost56 and the
policy document38, the remaining seven systematic reviews
ranged from moderate to good quality with an average R-
AMSTAR Quality Score of 25.4 ± out of 44 (range 22 – 28). All
the systematic reviews had information on videoconference
bandwidth, had a good quality research design, performed
searches of more than two electronic sources (average 3.9

Figure 1: Systematic review retrieval process

SR=systematic review, VC =videoconferencing, TP=telepsychiatry

Table II: Recommendations Evidence Grading Table38

Video Application Classification:
- HB+ – High Bandwidth >=256kbps (HB); Video resolution High

Definition 
- HB - High Bandwidth >=256kbps (HB); Video resolution >= Standard

Definition 
- MB - Medium Bandwidth >=128 but <256kbps (MB); Video

resolution >=>= Standard Definition
- LB - Low Bandwidth =<128kbps (HB) ; Video Resolution >=>=

Standard Definition

Evidence Grading for Recommendations:
- 1 - with considerable confidence (Well designed RCTs or

Experimental Designs) [A]*
- 2 - with reasonable confidence (Quasi-experimental or Comparative

Designs) [B}
- 3 - with some support - may consider depending on the particular

clinical objective and application. (Case studies or series with post
test reports) [C]

*Letters A, B, C similar to standard evidence based recommendation
gradings

Table III: Characteristics of the 29 reviews

Number n=29 Per cent

Publication Year
2000 – 2005 10 34%
2006 – 2011 19 66%

Publication Journal 
Psychiatry 16 55%
Telemedicine 7 24%
Other 6 21%

Relevance
Yes (Participants, Intervention & Outcomes) 22 76%
No 7 24%

Quality 
Relevant and Moderate to Good (QS=>60%) 10 34%
Irrelevant or Poor Quality (QS <60%) 19 66%
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Table IV: Characteristics of 10 included systematic reviews

General Information and quality rating of Details of systematic review Details of Studies within systematic review Studies’ Outcome Measurements / Results

each systematic review

Grady (2011)38 
Quality of Review= NA Focus: Evidence Based Guidelines Setting: Mental Health Services Reliability: VC n F2F 
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: Multiple Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Detailed well graded recommendations
2. Adequate quality assessment Search period: – 2008 128kbps – 768kbps
3. Adequate data to support conclusions Study quality Moderate - High

Garcia-Lizana (2010)28
Quality of Review: Good (QS=27) Focus: Feasibility & Effectiveness Participants: 1054 Reliability: VC n F2F
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada & Spain Setting: Mental Health Services Symptoms: VC n F2F ns
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 10 Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Patient Satisfaction: VC n F2F ns
3. Adequate data to support conclusions 10 RCTs > 10 participants 128kbps – 768kbps Staff Satisfaction: VC�i

Search period: 1997 – 2008 Study quality Moderate - High Quality of Life: VC n F2F ns
Number of databases searched: 5 Treatment adherence: VC n F2F ns

Garcia-Lizana (2010)54
Quality of Review: Good (QS=27) Focus: Treatment of Depression Participants: 485 Symptoms: VC � F2F ns (1 study p<.05)
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada Setting: Mental Health Services Patient Satisfaction: VC n F2F ns
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 4 Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Treatment adherence: VC n F2F ns
3. Adequate data to support conclusions 4 RCTs > 10 participants 128kbps – 384kbps Cost: VC = F2F ns

Search period: 1997 – 2008 Study quality Moderate - High
Number of databases searched: 5

Hayley (2009)57 
Quality of Review: NA Focus: Utilisation Setting: Mental Health Services Use: 
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at 1.3 - 3.5 patients per program per month
Systematic review of utilization of Primary studies = 11 128kbps – 768kbps 4.7 - 34 consultations per program
Telepsychiatry Studies with enough information to Small populations with low utilization with per month

determine use few clients sites
Search period:– 2008
Number of databases searched: 6

Antonacci (2008)26

Quality of Review: Good (QS=22) Focus: Effectiveness and Routine use Participants: 1195* Reliability: VC n F2F 
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada Setting: Mental Health Services & Forensic Symptoms: F2F�h
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 34 Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Patient Satisfaction: VC n F2F ns
3. Adequate data to support conclusions 6 RCTs only 384 kbps - IP Treatment adherence: VC n F2F ns
4. No discrimination in study quality in conclusions Search period: 1950 – 2007 Moderate – High Cost VC n F2F ns

Number of databases searched: 2

Hayley (2008)27
Quality of Review: Good (QS=25) Focus: Successful implementation of Participants: 21 VC studies Depression: VC n F2F
1. Search strategy comprehensive Telemental Health (inc Phone & Internet) Setting: Mental Health Services Treatment of depression effective in VC
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 77 (20TP) Intervention: Not Given Mild Dementia: VC n F2F
3. Adequate data to support conclusions 5 RCTs Study quality: Agoraphobia: VC n F2F
4. No discrimination in study quality in conclusions Search period: -2006 1 High
Countries: USA, Canada Number of databases searched: 5 2 Good

6 Fair to good
6 Poor to fair
6 Poor

Hyler (2005)39
Quality of Review: Good (QS=28) Focus: Reliability Participants: 500 Reliability: VC n F2F
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada , Australia, Setting: Mental Health Services Symptoms: VC n�F2F ns
2. Adequate quality assessment Japan, France Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Patient Satisfaction: VC n F2F ns
3. Based decision on control studies Primary studies = 14 128kbps – 384kbps
(no RCTs) 5 RCTs & 9 Controlled studies Study quality: Moderate - High

Search period: 1956 – 2002
Number of databases searched: 2

Hilty (2004)23
Quality of Review: Good (QS=22) Focus: Reliability, Satisfaction & Outcomes Participants: Reliability: VC n�F2F
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: Multiple Reliability: 273 Symptoms: VC n�F2F ns
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 52 Outcomes: 905 Patient Satisfaction: VC n�F2F ns
3. No discrimination in study quality in Reliability: 2 RCTs 11 Controlled Satisfaction: 1669
conclusions Outcomes: 1 RCT 9 Controlled Setting: Mental Health Services

Satisfaction: 2 RCT 19 Controlled Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at
Search period: 1965-2003 128kbps – 384kbps
Number of databases searched: 5 Study quality: Low to Moderate

Pesaama (2004)55
Quality of Review: Good (QS=27) Focus: Effectiveness in C&A Participants: 51 Reliability: VC (96%) n�F2F ns 
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada Setting: CAMHs Symptoms: VC h**
2. Adequate quality assessment Primary studies = 2 Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Patient Satisfaction: VC high
3.  No discrimination in study quality in 2 RCTs > 10 participants 128kbps – 336kbps
conclusions Search period: 1996 – 2003 Study quality Moderate - High

Number of databases searched: 2

Hyler (2003)56
Quality of Review: NA Focus: Cost Setting: Mental Health Services Costs: 
1. Search strategy comprehensive Countries: USA, Canada, Australia, Intervention: Clinical Consultation via VC at Positive return on investment
Systematic review of utilization of Hong Kong, & multiple 128kbps – 768kbps (2.7years – 1 study)
Telepsychiatry Primary studies = 12 Small number of studies, weak TP�h (less expensive) F2F (6)

Studies with enough information to methodologies, lack of explicit Breakeven (Varies)
determine cost presentation of costs, lack of consistency
Search period:1995 - 2002 in presentation of cost, non-comparibility
Number of databases searched: 2 of cost & old studies

VC=videoconference F2F Face to face; ns = not significant; n no difference; i worse; h better *RCTs only**Significant 
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sources, range 2 – 8), had duplicate study selection and data
extraction, rated the quality of the studies and provided
information on the studies. Six of the seven systematic reviews
included grey literature and used appropriate methods to
combine the findings of the studies. Three systematic reviews
rated the quality of the studies but did not use this information
to make recommendations and none of them assessed the
likelihood of publication bias. Common limitations in the
systematic reviews were: grading of the evidence was not
evident in the recommendations; studies were assessed for
quality but were not linked to recommendations; all of the
systematic reviews reported on the same 10 RCTs;6,58-66 two
child and adolescent RCTs67-68 and two of the systematic
reviews23,39 included information from a further 8 moderate
quality control studies.69-76 The systematic reviews also only
included studies up until 2008. The authors identified a further
four RCTs published post 2008 which showed similar
evidence to the studies in the systematic reviews.20,60,77-78

All the systematic reviews included psychiatric
consultations provided by both face to face (F2F) and
videoconferencing (VC). Connections were via ISDN or IP
with bandwidth ranging from 128-768kbps. 

Effectiveness of Telepsychiatry

Eight systematic reviews addressed the questions on
effectiveness of telepsychiatry.23,26-28,38-39,54-55

Question 1: Are telepsychiatry assessments equivalent

to face to face (F2F) assessments? 

All eight effectiveness systematic reviews provided evidence-
based recommendations. The reviews are in agreement that
telepsychiatry is a reliable means of conducting assessments
in situations where it is difficult or impractical to arrange face
to face (F2F) assessments. There is also evidence that
neuropsychological tests can be done using
videoconferencing.38 Telepsychiatry also provides the
unintended benefit of enabling two professional opinions
rather than one.23

Summary of reviews analyzed:

• Diagnostic assessments conducted via videoconference
(VC) are equivalent to face to face (F2F) assessments
[HB1, MB2, LB3].27-28,38

• Bandwidth and resolution must be sufficient for mental
status examination to identify non-verbal behaviors such
as tics, dysmorphia, or abnormalities in affect [HB/MB2].38-

39

• Depending on bandwidth, there is some support for the
reliability and validity of VC administration of the Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale [HB/MB/LB3]23, the Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale [HB2]38, and the PANSS in
psychosis trials.44 [HB2]

• The use of VC in patient discharge planning is beneficial
[HB/MB2, LB3].38

Question 2: Are telepsychiatry treatments equivalent

to face to face (F2F) treatments? 

Six systematic reviews provided evidence-based
recommendations.23,26-28,38,54 Reviews were mainly on
medication management38 and short courses of cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT).27,38 Though it was felt that

telepsychiatry for therapy requires more study, the fact that
patients quickly adapt and establish rapport with their
therapists38, the adherence of therapists to practice guidelines
and the equivalence in clinical outcomes from therapy64,
(primarily CBT)26 suggest that telepsychiatry can replace
follow up therapy.38,54 In addition, there are no data that
telepsychiatry services are harmful, so it is believed to be
safe.26,28

Summary of reviews analyzed

• Access to VC psychiatric medication management
practiced in compliance with regulations, in a timely
manner and in keeping with local protocols, is a significant
benefit [HB/MB2, LB3].38

• Outpatients can be reliably treated with medication via VC
[MB2].38

• Use of telepsychiatry appears to have minimal effect on
the therapeutic working alliance with children and parents
[HB/MB2, LB3].38

• Telepsychiatry requires an adjustment of communication
style to optimise rapport [HB/MB2].38

• Psychotherapy appears to be amenable to VC [HB/MB2,
LB3].27,38

• In Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS),
comparable improvements were found with CBT in youth
telepsychiatry services [HB/MB2].27,38

• Early reports on family therapy via VC indicate excellent
acceptance and primarily beneficial outcomes
[HB/MB3].38

Question 3: Does telepsychiatry improve clinical

outcomes?

Six systematic reviews provided evidence-based
recommendations.23,26-27,38,54-55 Findings from these reviews
suggest that to date very few studies have reviewed the
effectiveness of telepsychiatry in improving the outcomes for
patients or clients.23,54 Positive outcomes have been reported
for the management of depression, post-traumatic stress
disorder, bulimia nervosa and psychosis27, but there is not
enough evidence to strongly conclude effectiveness.54

Geriatric telepsychiatry is becoming a major focus of
health care delivery to older persons as they are often a
highly isolated group in rural areas.79-80 Despite 17 articles
since 2000 specifically addressing geriatric telepsychiatry,
there were limited evidence-based outcome data on the
provision of psychiatric services to geriatric patients in
nursing facilities.38

Child and Adolescent mental health services (CAMHS)
are highly specialized and telepsychiatry is an important way
to provide access to these services.55 There was only one
systematic review focusing on CAMHS which reported high
satisfaction with telepsychiatry.55 Telepsychiatry in CAMHS
has been described across most developmental groups and
diagnostic categories [HB/MB1]38 and it is believed that it may
be helpful to inpatient settings [HB/MB/LB3].38 

Summary of reviews analyzed

• Quality of Life: Positive quality of life results were
reported for telepsychiatry services.54 [HB2] 

• Depression: Though telepsychiatry can obtain the same
outcome as F2F, there is insufficient scientific evidence
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regarding the effectiveness of VC use in the
management of depression54 [HB/LB2]. However,
collaborative telepsychiatry care for depression is
considered an evidence based treatment.26 [HB2] 

• Bulimia Nervosa: CBT delivered via VC was both
acceptable to patients and roughly equivalent in
outcome to therapy delivered face to face.60 [level 2]

• Geriatric psychiatry: There is limited evidence-based
support for the provision of telepsychiatry services to
geriatric patients in nursing facilities [HB/MB/LB3].38

• CAMHS: VC was shown to be a method of diagnosis
and treatment in children and adolescents equivalent to
F2F [HB/LB2].38,55 

Feasibility of Telepsychiatry Programs

None of the included systematic review specifically
addressed satisfaction, cultural acceptance, and integration
into programs. One review did address the issue of
utilization57 and one the issue of cost.56

Question 4: What are the levels of satisfaction with

the use of telepsychiatry? 

None of the ten systematic reviews specifically addressed
satisfaction with telepsychiatry, though studies in three of
the reviews reported satisfaction resulting in evidence-
based recommendations. An excluded systematic review
on satisfaction literature revealed satisfaction study
limitations with a lack of RCTs and small sample sizes.50

This was supported in another systematic review of
satisfaction literature in telemedicine which revealed
limitations in the study designs.23 Though there appears to
be no difference in satisfaction between telepsychiatry and
face to face services, it is unclear whether the satisfaction
was generated by the program or the technology.54 This is
similar to findings in telemedicine with a Cochrane review
concluding that, overall, people were satisfied with video
consultations.81 Reasons for satisfaction have not yet been
addressed, though picture quality seems important.23

Summary of reviews analyzed

• Patients reported levels of satisfaction possibly due to
access to specialist care and reduced waiting time.54-55

[HB/LB2-3] 
• There is no difference in patient satisfaction in

telepsychiatry at HB and LB.39 [HB/LB3]

Clinician satisfaction is less well evaluated23, though
acceptance was reported to be high in most studies.5,24,82

The degree of satisfaction was often related to concerns
about ‘presence’ or establishing a therapeutic alliance
which may be directly related to the audio and video
quality.23 High satisfaction was often reported with high
bandwidths.67

Question 5: Is telepsychiatry culturally acceptable? 

None of the systematic reviews addressed this issue,
though there are a number of articles published on this.
Cultural acceptance of telepsychiatry is important,
especially in cultures that emphasize personal
relationships.30 It is imperative for any clinician to have
cultural competency in the population he or she is working

with.38 This should include understanding of the health
beliefs and practices of the local community and clients
from different cultural backgrounds.17 Telepsychiatry is
reported to provide a unique opportunity for psychiatrists
to communicate with patients in their mother tongue rather
than through interpreters83-84, and patients reported a high
level of acceptance and satisfaction with transcultural
telepsychiatry.83 However, in a country such as South Africa
most psychiatry services require the use of interpreters.85

Question 6: What is the reported utilization of

telepsychiatry? 

Though the use of telepsychiatry is reported to be
widespread, only one systematic review specifically
addressed utilisation.57 The reviewers concluded that
programs that used videoconferencing offered clinical
services to relatively small patient populations (1.3 - 3.5
patients per program per month) and had low utilization
(average 16 consultations, range 4.7 - 34 per program per
month) with few client sites.57

Question 7: Is telepsychiatry cost effective? 

Only one systematic review addressed cost effectiveness
specifically.56 The systematic review identified a number of
limitations of cost studies. These limitations were the small
number of available studies on cost, weak methodologies,
lack of explicitly presented sources of funding, the lack of
consistency in presentation of costs, and the heterogeneity
of the included studies as a limitation.56 A meta-analysis of
costs by Whitten (2000) in telemedicine also found that
only 7% of studies reported quantifiable data.23

Notwithstanding the limitations, two systematic reviews
provided evidence-based recommendations (Table IV),
and concluded that telepsychiatry could be cost-effective
in selected settings and financially viable if used beyond
the break-even point in relation to the cost of providing
face to face services.56 The break-even point is thought to
be closely tied to the volume of use.22,56 In studies in
Canada, where costs were determined, findings indicate
that at 396 consultations a year or seven consultations per
week22, the costs were the same as a travelling
psychiatrist.2,51,86-87 Setup and operating costs can be
substantially reduced by utilizing the equipment for other
clinical, administrative and educational services.22-23

Summary of reviews analyzed

• Telepsychiatry seemed to improve accessibility to
services, and produced savings of time cost and
travel.23,28 [HB/LB2]

Question 8: What is the evidence of the benefits of

integrating programs such as telepsychiatry into

health systems? 

No telepsychiatry systematic reviews addressing this
question were found. A general health intervention
systematic review by Atun et al looked at integration in
terms of governance, financing, planning, service delivery,
monitoring and evaluation and demand generation, and
concluded that the purpose, nature and extent of
integration vary enormously and that understanding the
local context is critical to the integration of programs into
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the health system.88 Hayley emphasized this stating that the
studies reviewed gave limited consideration to the
healthcare systems in which telepsychiatry was provided
and to the use of conventional mental health services.27

Discussion

None of the studies included in the systematic reviews
were conducted in developing countries. To some extent
this brings into question the degree to which the evidence-
based recommendations produced by these studies have
applicability to developing countries like South Africa. To
address any potential bias in application, it is essential that
only evidence of the highest quality is applied to other
settings. 

Hyler stated that, “without exception, project
descriptions and simple surveys have conveyed a positive
picture of telepsychiatry in the settings used”.39 However,
evaluation of the effectiveness of telepsychiatry can only
be addressed by well designed studies comparing
videoconferencing with F2F outcomes. It is well accepted
in evidence-based literature that systematic reviews are
regarded as highest quality of evidence-based
recommendations for practice and implementation,
followed by good quality RCTs. 

The systematic reviews on effectiveness (Questions 1,2
and 3) were based on only a small number of high quality
studies. The systematic reviews were of moderate to good
quality and included a range of recommendations of
varying confidence. The authors conclude that there is
reasonable confidence in the international evidence of
effectiveness of telepsychiatry. 

Summary of Evidence-Based Recommendations

• There is considerable evidence that telepsychiatry is
reliable for diagnosis and assessment at high
bandwidth and reasonable evidence at low bandwidth.

• There is reasonable evidence for the improvement of
symptoms at high and low bandwidth.

• There is reasonable evidence for administering
neuropsychiatric tests, psychiatric medication and
establishing rapport at high bandwidth with some
support at low bandwidth.

• There is some support for using videoconferencing in
geriatrics with concerns about the use of telepsychiatry
for older people with possible sensory impairment and
the possible unfamiliarity of the use of telepsychiatric
equipment.1

• There is reasonable evidence for CAMHS at high
bandwidth with some support at low bandwidth.

There were few systematic reviews on feasibility, with
studies reporting inconsistent records of costs and
utilization. Notwithstanding this finding, there is reasonable
confidence that telepsychiatry increases access to
specialist services and possible savings in time, cost and
travel. Based on the systematic reviews which included
satisfaction as an outcome, there is also reasonable
confidence in the satisfaction of users with both high and
low bandwidth telepsychiatry, but well designed studies
must be conducted to collect evidence on cultural
satisfaction.

Implementations of telepsychiatry in new environments
should have a comprehensive research strategy and clear
evaluation frameworks.89-90 All the systematic reviews
recommended that more high quality evaluation studies
such as randomized controlled trials in telepsychiatry are
needed to address the limited quality evidence in the field.
It is acknowledged that RCTs are difficult to conduct for
various forms of telemedicine.89 These studies should
measure standard patient outcomes, patient and
professional satisfaction, quality of care, care distribution
and accessibility, the technical performance of the
equipment used, and cost.22 In addition it should be
complemented with action-research, context-specific,
participatory research processes.34

Conclusion

Based on the evidence, resource constrained settings like
South Africa should be encouraged to develop
telepsychiatry programs along with appropriate evaluation
strategies. The major challenge associated with the
implementation of telepsychiatry services lies not in the
availability of evidence, but the development and
integration of a model of telepsychiatry into the South
African health care system.
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